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Presence
Peter Reason savours
an encounter by the
River Dart

I

have recently been browsing
through favourite books, moving
lightly from one to another, picking out key phrases and finding
curious synchronicities between them
and with my own preoccupations.
Such a stream of connections
started with Barry Lopez’s classic Arctic Dreams, where he considers how a spiritual landscape
may exist within the physical one:
“Occasionally one sees something
fleeting in the land, a moment when
line, color, and movement intensify
and something sacred is revealed,
leading one to believe that there is
another realm of reality corresponding to the physical one but different.”
An experience of this kind came to
me among the ancient oak trees that
line the bank of the river Dart. It was
a fine midsummer evening. I followed
the river, walking slowly, meditatively, savouring each step, matching
the pace of the river and the stillness
of the evening. Eventually, I found a
companionable trunk to lean against
in the last warmth before the sun
dropped behind the wooded hillside.
I returned to the same spot early
next morning and watched the world
unfold in the morning light. After
an hour or so, slightly bored and
hungry, I got up to go for breakfast.
But I had sunk into a different reality. Unexpectedly, quite without my
willing it, my attention was drawn,
even grasped, by the next tree along
the row. I was not just seeing it as an
object: I was arrested by the presence
of another living being, felt an affinity or kinship and stood rooted to the
spot, feeling a sudden surge of excitement at this encounter.
I noticed the way the trunk rose,
just so, at that angle to the vertical;
the rhythmic curving of the branches;
a sense of poise, elegance, of dynamic
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integrity. I became fascinated by the
way the sunlight fell, picking out a
branch, a glimpse of trunk, while
elsewhere creating deep shadow.
I saw how dead wood – including
one sizeable branch – reached out
beyond the living, so the living tree
encompassed its own dying. After a
while, I walked up to the tree, leaned
against the trunk, met its powerful
physical presence through my own
body. From below, I peered up at the
expanse of its crown, far above my
head as if another country, and then
looked out at the shadow cast across
the meadow that mirrored its form
and dominance.
These were not mere observations,
for we shared a mutual presence. A
tree is a living body, made from the
same stuff as we humans, sharing
much of what it takes to be alive. So
we should not be surprised that its
gestures, its poetic self-expressions
– standing solid in the ground, reaching for light, responding to the wind
– resonate with the gestures we make
with our own bodies.
Lopez tells us that in such glimpses
“something sacred” is revealed. He
tells us he is seeking the numinous
dimension, the divine, in ordinary
places and ordinary things. I was
reminded of Thomas Berry, and found

the page in The Dream of the Earth
where he writes that what is needed is
not transcendence but ‘inscendence’ –
not going beyond the evidence of our
senses and our scientific understandings, but going deeply into them. The
sacred is not out of this world, but
present within its material being.
Putting both books to one side, I
picked up David Hinton’s Existence,
which explores the vision of the
ancient Chinese Taoist landscape
painters and poets. Here was another
resonance: “We are ripples in the
ceaselessly unfurling ch’i-tissue, brief
distillations in the single tissue that
is the Cosmos, as are each of the ten
thousand things”, but “experiencing
oneself as an integral part of the ch’itissue is difficult to sustain.”
We are infused with that which is
sacred. But to experience this is an
occasional privilege that we cannot
force. We can show up, wait, maybe
until we are bored. On occasion, something shifts. Nor can we hold on to
these moments of grace, for they pass.
But afterwards, with the experience
that they are possible, the whole world
is different, and so are we.
Peter Reason’s latest book, In Search
of Grace: An Ecological Pilgrimage, is
published by Earth Books.
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